Jennifer Garner Says ‘It’s My
Turn’
to
Work
After
Supporting Celebrity Love Ben
Affleck
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It’s time to get back to the old grind for Jennifer Garner.
According to UsMagazine.com, after several years of supporting
her celebrity love Ben Affleck in his career, it is time for
Garner to go back to focusing on her career once more. The
famous couple has three children together and Garner revealed
that Affleck supports her in her decision to go back to work.

Celebrity love birds Jennifer
Garner and Ben Affleck have a
famously
close
and
healthy
relationship, especially when it
comes to nurturing each other’s
careers. What are some ways to
support your partner’s career?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether you’re a married celebrity couple or not, it is
important to encourage and support your partner’s career for
the good of your relationship and love life. Cupid has some
tips:
1. Figure out scheduling: Make sure that you schedule some
alone time or time with the kids. You and your partner’s
schedules should align so you can spend time together as well
as prioritize your work, just like celebrity love birds
Affleck and Garner.
Related Link: Ben Affleck Says Jennifer Garner’s Love Helped
Him Become a Hollywood Star
2. Let them have it all: Don’t discourage your partner from
taking an amazing deal at work, even if it means relocating,
or spending many hours at work. It is possible to have it all
and maintain your love life as well as a career. Telling your
love they can’t do something for the sake of your relationship
and love will cause resentment.
Related Link: Jennifer Garner and Ben Affleck Celebrate 9th
Wedding Anniversary
3. Be there: Be there when it counts and have their back at

all times. You are their number one cheerleader, therapist,
and organizer. Just showing up proves your dedication and love
to your partner.
How do you support your partner’s career? Comment below!

